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Abstract
The proposed system is used to deliver an uninterrupted power supply to the motor in electric vehicle
with reduced switching losses. A PV Panel is combined to the load as a secondary power source in
addition to the primary Energy Storage System (ESS) which is connected together using a three port
DC-DC converter. The converter boosts output from the respective sources and regulates constant
supply to the load in a single stage of transmission. Phase shifted Pulse Width Modulation (PPWM)
technique reduces the harmonics which in order reduces the switching losses and makes switching
instant, resulting in fast dynamic response. The secondary source can also be used to charge the
battery through bidirectional converter. A fuel cell connected to a converter which is interfaced with
the load through a separate circuit acts as an additional backup at situations to maintain continuous
power supply in case of failure in both the primary power source and the panel circuits.
Key-words: Solar PV Panel, DC-DC Converter, PPWM, Fuel Cell.
1. Introduction
Electric Vehicles are now an emerging alternative for existing vehicles and their utilisation is
keep on increasing tremendously. Electric Vehicles uses energy from battery or other sources to
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function and does not produce any harmful gases, thus it is eco-friendly. It uses minimum mechanical
and movable parts, which makes it a smooth operating machine with increased durability and less
maintenance. The problem with Electric Vehicles is the limited operating range and the time for
charging which is a hindrance for its growth. Existing Electric Vehicles uses number of converters
which leads to switching losses and slow dynamic response which leads in poor efficiency. To
overcome the limitations and to improve the efficiency a power system with a backup is proposed.
This proposed system consists of a converter which is three port bidirectional. The converter
uses phase shifted PWM technique whose advantage is to reduce the harmonics to small value during
boost up. The motor used is BLDC motor as it has high efficiency compared to others. Here the
battery will be acting as the primary source which can be charged externally and as well as through
solar panel. During the daytime when sufficient amount of radiation falls on the panel the supply will
pass through the converter which would boost it to require amount to run the motor. At times when
solar energy is not sufficient the battery circuit immediately connects and the supply to motor would
be given through this circuit, that is this circuit acting mainly at night times. The breakers control the
switching of power input circuits by turning them on or off instantly as required. When the total
circuit that gives supply through solar and battery fails which may occur at rare situations the supply
would be given through the additional backup provided by the fuel cell. Thus, the system provides
uninterrupted power supply throughout, to the motor while it is running thereby reducing the charging
issues and enhances the driving range. This also increases the battery performance and extends
its lifetime.

Fig. 1 - Block Diagram of Proposed System
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2. Components
1. SOLAR PANEL - The solar PV Panel is the secondary power source which is used for the
backup. The Solar Panel which ingests the sun's beams and converts them into power. The
cells are masterminded in grid like framework on the panel surface. The solar panel has a
capacity of 50W,12V.
2. BATTERY - Battery is used as primary energy storage system. The progression of electrons
from one electrode to another through outer circuit gives an electric flow. The battery has
the limit of 12V,1.3Ah.
3. THREE PORT CONVERTER - The three-port converter consists of MOSFET- IRF840,
Driver IC- IR2112, Capacitor- 470uF (25V); 1000uF, Regulator- LM7805; LM7812,
Diodes- N4000; 1N5408, Inductors- 100uH; 200uH; 1mH and two batteries of 24-V and
48-V batteries used as input source and backup energy respectively. The converter can
screen both battery voltages all the while. At the point, when one battery is utilized
exorbitantly the other battery can charge it, along these lines keeping the stable power
supply. It works with consistent input current and low voltage stress, and it gives input
current recuperation.
4. FUEL CELL - Fuel cell is used as an additional backup in-case of a failure of primary and
secondary power sources. Fuel cell is chemical cell that producing the power through
electrochemical response. In this, hydrogen and oxygen are consolidated to create the
power. This electricity will be filtered to constant rate to run the motor. Typical fuel cell
works by passing hydrogen through the anode and oxygen through the cathode.
5. BLDC MOTOR - Brushless DC motor is electronically commutated DC motor which gives
a precise speed. In brushless DC motor, the perpetual magnets are on the rotor, and the
electromagnets are on the stator. PC at that point charges the electromagnets in the stator to
turn the rotor entire 360-degrees. The motor has the capacity of 1400KV.

3. Operation of Converter
A TPC is a well-established means of realizing a highly regulated dc-link bus in systems with
multiple sources. Since the input port is connected to a RES such as PV, TPC has to have the
maximum power tracking capability. Because of the unpredictability of environmentally friendly
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power sources, presence of an energy stockpiling component is important to supply the confused
force. In this part, the proposed STPTLC is completely considered.
Stacking converters such as that depicted in Fig.3 aims at improving the efficiency and
voltage gain without requiring any extra component. Clearly the force can move among three ports
straightforwardly without utilizing any transformer.
The clamp circuit limits the voltage stress of switches; hence switches with smaller onresistance RDS(ON) can be used, leading to lower conduction loss. Compared to other TPC, STPTLC
offers the soft-switching for a wide range of power and input voltage and needs a smaller number of
switches and inductors to achieve high voltage gain. Symbols are characterized as follows: channel
inductors LB1, LB2, power switches S1, S2, S3, S4, assistant capacitor C aux, clasp capacitor CC,
and yield capacitor CO.
Vout denotes the voltage of high-voltage port (HVP), which is equal to summation of voltage
of clamp capacitor and output capacitor, VCc+ VCo. In Fig.3, the battery is emulated by a voltage
source VBT. Also, the solar panel is modelled as an ideal voltage source VPV in series with a diode
DPV.

Fig. 2 - Operation of Converter

The voltage across switches S2 and S3 are symbolized by Vab and Vdb, respectively. The
gate pulse of switches S2 and S4 are complementary to that of switches S1 and S3, respectively. The
inductor LB1 is adopted as a filter to reduce the battery current ripple, and the inductor LB2 is used to
form a resonant circuit to realize ZVS performance and confine the peak current of HVP switches.
The main switches S1 and S3 can transfer the power from PV to the battery and the load,
respectively. While no extra voltage stress is added across the switches, an auxiliary capacitor is
added to the circuit to extend the range of soft-switching performance, which forms a resonant tank
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with the inductor LB2. This auxiliary capacitor stores the magnetic energy of inductor LB2, and
released it to the output capacitor Co.

4. Methodology
Fig. 3 - Circuit Diagram of Proposed System

The three-port bidirectional DC/DC converter in which Phase-shifted PWM technique is used
to boost up the incoming DC supply. The PWM technique improves the voltage output and reduce the
harmonic distortion that occurs during conversion. The PWM uses suitable cascade method and hall
element to invert the input energy to boost accordingly. Here the port one and two resembles the
battery and panel input lines, port three resemble the load and port four resembles the fuel cell circuit.
The amount of each supply power is being rectified to required level and boosted up accordingly by
the converter to run the BLDC motor. The switches turn on or off the circuits. All the power supply
ports will be represented through 3 switches in the proposed system.

5. Modes of Operation
In this proposed system there would be totally five modes of operation.

Mode 1 & 4
During the mode one and mode four the panel supply does not meet the required level due to
the low radiation, and so the battery circuit connects and battery discharges and supplies power to the
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motor through the converter when required gate pulse is given to the converter for boosting up the
power. Switch 2 will be used to show that the battery circuit has been connected to the system.

Fig. 4 - Mode 1&4 Operation

Mode 2 & 3
During mode two and mode three the radiation that falls on the panel is high and hence panel
starts discharging power to the motor through the converter which after being given the required gate
pulse boosts up the power supply, and sends it. Also, the panel will act as source by means of which
the battery can be charged in this mode. Switch 1 in the proposed system shows that panel circuit has
been connected to the system.

Fig. 5 - Mode 2 & 3 Operation

.

Mode 5
This mode represents the fuel cell circuit that has been connected to the system. When both
PV and the battery get faulted which may occur at the rare condition those circuits will be
disconnected and immediately the fuel cell circuit connects to the motor. The fuel cell does not need
any external source of powering, and therefore this mode can supply power as long as the motor runs
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or till the vehicle reaches the destination. The supply from the fuel cell to is boosted up using suitable
converter, and then that output is inverted and then it is sent to the motor.

Fig. 6 - Mode 5 Operation

6. Result
The components which give output are studied individually and analysed in MATLAB
Simulink.

Fig. 7 - Solar Panel Input

The source for solar panel is sun and since the source does not have constant value it is chosen
to be in pulse with three different signals, low radiation, high radiation and zero radiation. The
converter will take care of delivering constant supply throughout the system.
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Fig. 8 - Solar Panel Output

The output voltage (V out) is shown. The voltage (V) varies with respect to time (s).

Fig. 9 - Battery Parameters

State of charge is associated with battery tells how much power can it deliver in ampere hours
(Ah). At a particular time when battery loses its energy the voltage drops and current raises. In this
situation, the bidirectional port is used to recharge the battery. Simultaneously, other source comes in.
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Fig. 10 - Fuel Cell

Fuel cell has constant voltage supply, irrespective of any changes. When the output voltage (V
out) is high, current (I) is low.

Fig. 11 - BLDC Motor Output

This graph shows the final output of our system, that is how to motor runs with various inputs.
The rotation per minute is 1000 rpm which is achievable. Thus, it also replicates the normal electric
vehicles’ output.
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7. Conclusion
Backup assistors are developed to support the primary power system. These assistors are
operated when primary system fails to meet the load. In that perspective, our backup assistor is
designed in way that the primary system is kept as an option in supplying power. So, in this place a
renewable energy source is equipped as a primary source. The three-port converter used here has
one two unidirectional switches and one bidirectional switch. Solar panel and battery are the input for
three-port converter, and the output is fed to inverter. Battery is connected in bidirectional port
because whenever the discharging takes place it needs to be recharged again. The input for the
converter is pulse width modulation signals. It offers better efficiency and reduces switching losses.
Fuel cell is used in our system in rare situations when both the sources i.e., solar panel and battery are
failed. Giving an uninterrupted energy to the vehicle is our ultimate aim.
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